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SR103P-XXX

MSRP  $35

 · High strength PC-ABS poly blend 
construction.

 · Patented dual axis rotation
 · Oil infused bushing anti-friction 

system for a smooth spin while 
maximizing power transfer

 · Built standard with our COATED 
CABLE 

 · Thermoplastic rubber over-mold 
for improved grip.

 ·
easy storage and transport

Durable coated cable for 
maximum versatility

Patented dual-axis 
rotation       

SPRINT

High strength PC-ABS 
poly blend construction.

Thermoplastic rubber over-
mold for improved grip.

TBK-TBK-CHRTBK-TBK-CHR

The only plastic handled rope in our lineup, 
Sprint is also the lightest.  It’s a perfect travel 
partner, and the ultra light handles allow 
you to feel the cable slightly more than with 
Session,  which makes it a  popular choice for 
people who like a little more feedback when 
perfecting that elusive double under rhythm.  
Sprint comes standard with a coated cable, 
but is also compatible with a bare cable, which 
makes for the lightest, most e�ortless setup 
on the market. 

SESSION4

Durable coated cable for 
maximum versatility

Precision machined 
aluminum construction

Patented dual-axis 
rotation

Diamond knurling for 
easy grip

SR104-XXX

MSRP  $65

 · 100% precision machined 
aluminum handles

 · Patented dual axis rotation 
eliminates torque build up

 · Dual-bearing system for
e�ortless spin

· Heavy duty internal stem for
maximum strength/durability 

· Built standard with our clear 
COATED CABLE (12ft length) 

· Knurled handles for easy grip 
Comes with a micro�ber bag for 
easy storage and transport

·

Colors: Pewter, Rosé, Honeycomb, True Black 

PEW RSE TBK CHP STB

Session4 features our patent-pending design that
combines the legendary power transfer of an RPM
rope and the free spin of our new dual bearing
system. In short, it's the most insanely fast, incredibly
smooth rope you've ever experienced. But we didn't
stop there. We also made the handles lighter while
increasing the strength of the internal stem and its 
connection point (improving durability by 10x), and gave 
the exterior a fresh new look with a level of manufacturing 
quality that can only truly be appreciated by holding one in 
your hands.

HNC

Heavy duty internal stem 

Dual Bearing system

SPRINT



COMP

SCOUT

SR103C -XXX

MSRP  $65

 · 100% precision machined 
aluminum handles, bomb proof 
and guaranteed for life.

 · Patented dual axis rotation, 
eliminates torque build up

 · Oilite bushing internal anti-friction 
system for a smooth spin while 
maximizing power transfer

 · Built standard with our BARE 
CABLE (12ft length)

 · Super aggressive competition 
knurl for improved grip when it 
matters most!  

 ·
easy storage and transport.

Colors: True Black

The inspiration for the comp rope design came from 
the legend himself, Jason Khalipa. A fan and user of 
RPM ropes for years, Jason asked us for a rope more 
aggressive knurling pattern for improved grip under 
the sweatiest of conditions, and a locking set screw 

The Comp comes standard with our lightning fast 
bare cable for when speed is everything.

Patented dual-axis 
rotation

Ultra - light, bare cable for 
maximum speed

Precision machined 
aluminum construction

Competition knurling for 
maximum grip 

Precision machined 
aluminum construction

Patented dual-axis 
rotation

Diamond knurling for 
easy grip

Recessed channel for 
ultimate grip

Larger cable with thicker 
coating for added weight 
and increased durability

OBK

TBK

SR103S-XXX

MSRP  $70

 · 2x the weight of the Session
 · Perfect as a heavy trainer when 

fatigue is the primary goal
 · Better on rough, rocky, or uneven 

terrain*
 · 100% precision machined 

aluminum
 · Patented dual axis rotation
 · Oil infused internal bushing for 

smooth spin and max power 
transfer

 · Built standard with our SCOUT 
CABLE (2x the weight of the 
coated cable)

 · Knurled handles for better grip
 ·

easy storage and transport

Colors: Onyx Black

At over twice the weight of our classic Session, Scout 

without causing a break in form or a loss of rope 

required a level of build precision that surpassed even 
our own industry leading standards, which is evident 
every time you pick it up. 

COMP3

PEW

�COMP4



COATED CABLE

BARE CABLE

SCOUT CABLE

CC101-XXX

MSRP  $7.00

BC101-XXX

MSRP  $7.00

CC101S-XXX

MSRP  $7.00

Colors: Clear Coat, Navy, Shamrock, 

Periwinkle, Ultra Violet, Dark Teal, Dark 
Tan, Vintage Maroon, Papaya, Pale 
Mint, Plum, Royal Blue, Neon Yellow, 
Engine Red, Bright Green, Coastal 
Teal, Bubblegum, Stone White, True 
Black

 · Great for rope pros (>25 unbroken 
double unders)

 · Fastest option
 · Smooth surafaces only
 · Replace more frequently
 · Compatible with Session, Sprint, 

and Comp

 · Great for beginners (most durable 
option)

 · Variety of surfaces ok
 · Replace less frequently
 · Compatible with Session, Sprint, 

and Comp

Colors: Steel, Light Pink, Lemon Lime, 
Sky Blue, Deep Red, Pumpkin, True 
White, True Black

The Scout Cable works in perfect 
balance with our Scout handles 
to purposely bring on fatigue. Will 
function more e�ectively on rough, 
rocky or uneven terrain, but will still 
need to be replaced over time.

SIZE TO FIT

SIZE TO FIT

SIZE TO FITSIZE TO FIT

 · Compatible ONLY with SCOUT 
handles

 · 2x the weight of our coated cable

Colors: Clear Coat, Vintage Maroon, 
Vintage Black, Stone White, Pale Mint, 
Dark Teal, Papaya
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